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war was over the troubadour
continued to spread his form

of music, often held in the
Church choirs where he could
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give celebrated performances
to audiences of the often

wealthy. He also continued to
play for the general laity,

many of whom were illiterate,
making the minstrel's work a
sort of morality play. Whether

he relished or resented his
serf's lot at the hands of the
Church is unclear, but it is

clear that he had little choice
over the role of troubadour.

Many urban troubadours also
had some powerful patrons.
The English king Richard I

was one of the most
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influential of these. He
reportedly launched as many
as three hundred troubadours

out of prison where they
became his minstrels.

However, the towering figure
of medieval England may

have been Geoffrey of
Monmouth, the Welshman

whose fabulous tales have an
enduring influence on the

Arthurian legends. Not only
was Geoffrey of Monmouth

considered a giant of
medieval historiography, he
also composed a number of
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chansonniers, some of which
tell the story of the rise and
fall of King Arthur. Excerpt:
On "The Life of Saint Agnes"
at cattedra.ro The noble and
powerful ruler of the ancient
kings, the empire of Venetia,

indeed called also the
Kingdom of Lucca, after him

the reigning king. The
republic of Venice was

compelled to pay homage,
and the people were bound to
follow the commands of the
Dukes. As in this verse: (5)
"The Lord is the head of the
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Himself, Queen the mistress
of the land, The people

honour him by his titles, But
not c6a93da74d
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